Civica delivers
fantastic benefits
and rewards
to its people

CIVICA
- Case Study

Civica uses peoplevalue’s
technology to engage its
employee network

THE MISSION
Striving to deliver a bigger and

better variety of perks that would
truly make a difference to its

people, Civica decided to upgrade
its existing employee reward and
recognition platform, CSTAR, and
employee benefits & discounts

platform, CPERKS, in 2019. It found
the benefits and discounts and

reward and recognition features
of peoplevalue’s employee

engagement solution to be the

perfect match. With our completely
modular solution and award-

winning technology, Civica has been
able to consolidate all of its benefits
onto one centralised, user-friendly
platform and very successfully

connect and engage its network of
employees. Let’s find out more:

ABOUT CIVICA
Civica is the UK’s largest software company focused on the public sector. With over 30
years of proven expertise, the business holds an undisputed leadership position in its
markets around the world. Civica takes great pride in its exceptional team of people made up of almost 6,000 employees globally - and genuine culture, which is shaped by its
values of Knowledge, Integrity and Action.
For more information about Civica, visit: civica.com
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THE SOLUTIONS

SAVINGS THAT ADD UP
The savings calculator tool on

INTRODUCING CPERKS

the CPERKS platform shows
users how much they could

At its core, Civica’s peoplevalue benefits and discounts

Once an employee orders a reloadable gift card

scheme, CPERKS, provides Civica employees with a

or voucher through CPERKS, the cashback from the

fantastic range of shopping discounts that allow them

transaction gets stored in their personal account on

to make valuable savings on their everyday shopping.

the platform. This is a great way for users to easily see

From their favourite high street shops and restaurants

how much money they have accumulated and can

to popular supermarkets, cinemas and online brands,

instantly be transferred to their bank account or kept

users can save hundreds of pounds each year through

in the platform as a savings pot for them to enjoy

a huge variety of reloadable gift cards and vouchers.

whenever they choose.

CPERKS’ convenient cashback feature makes it really
straightforward for employees to see how much
money they have accrued through the platform.

OVER 93% OF CIVICA EMPLOYEES ARE
ENGAGED WITH THE CPERKS SCHEME

save each month and each
year based on their typical
spending habits. It also suggests
specific retailers that align
with that individual’s needs
and lifestyle, giving users clear
visibility of the discounts on offer
that could help them make their
money go further. As more and
more households around the
UK face increased living costs,
being able to quickly and easily
see where savings can be made
on everyday spending has
proven to be incredibly valuable.

£37,300+

SAVED BY CIVICA EMPLOYEES

A SMOOTH USER EXPERIENCE
CPERKS offers a ‘Consumer Grade’ navigation
experience that allows Civica employees to

“The ‘favourites’ feature is particularly good

and enjoy valuable savings from any device.

makes the whole process even slicker, and

and savings calculator tool, it couldn’t be easier

more important than ever in helping our

find relevant offers and bookmark them for later.

living crisis continues.“

quickly and easily find their way around the site

for finding preferred/regular retailers which

Plus, with the easily-accessible ‘favourites’ tab

the ‘savings calculator’ is now going to be

for users to discover how much they could save,

people save on their shopping as the cost of

These factors, along with the wide portfolio of

- Sarah Turton, Group Communications &

benefits peoplevalue offer, were all huge selling
points for Civica.
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CPERKS ON THE GO

EXTRA PERKS

Since the launch of the peoplevalue-powered savingspace app in 2021, CPERKS
users have been able to access the same great savings through their scheme
anytime, anywhere from the convenience of their mobile device. Through the

WELLBEING TOOLS

as well as access their digital vouchers, update their account information,

Through the CPERKS platform, Civica employees

app, they’re able to access, activate and top-up their reloadable gift cards

also have access to a built-in wellbeing toolkit.

manage their cashback balance and view the status of their orders.

This includes a range of valuable health and
wellbeing tools to help encourage a healthy

Setting up

and happy lifestyle across three key wellbeing

Shopping Categories

areas - physical, emotional and financial.

CPERKS wellbeing features include discounted
gym memberships, health cash plans, debt
management advice and credit rating

assessments. The most popular tools among
users on the platform are eyecare tests and

savings and health and wellbeing tips and tests.

PRIZE DRAWS AND COMPETITIONS
Each month, users can log on to the platform

for the chance to win a selection of great prizes
including retailer gift cards and vouchers. Plus,

they can try their luck by entering five numbers
each month for the chance to win up to £3,000
in the Lotto. These have proved very popular

among Civica employees, with over 1,226 lotto

entries and over 6,285 prize draw entries since
Cashback Balance
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INTRODUCING CSTAR

DELIVERING PERSONAL,
MEMORABLE THANK YOUS

CSTAR (Civica Special Thanks And Recognition) is Civica’s points-based reward and recognition
platform where employees are publicly celebrated and rewarded by their peers and their
leaders, and for giving their service to Civica over the years. Whether an individual has gone
above and beyond to help a colleague, demonstrated one of Civica’s six core attributes/
behaviours or celebrated their 20-year anniversary, through CSTAR, saying thank you and
celebrating success together is made simple.
CSTAR attributes/behaviours:

devastating effects of coronavirus in India, they wanted

site so they can see how much they have available

money to donate to the charities providing aid. To

to spend on something significant like a holiday, or

able to adapt the CSTAR platform to set up a charity

Either way, there are over 25,000 products and

users logged into the platform, they could select the

reward catalogue - including mini breaks, gift vouchers,

their points. A huge sum of £9,914 worth of reward points

accessories. Users also have the option to top up their

£10,000.

automatically added to their personal profile on the

to help their friends, family and colleagues by raising

to spend. They have the option to save up their points

support the fundraising objective, peoplevalue were

redeem them straight away on a gift of their choice.

that appeared in the reward catalogue. That way, when

experiences to choose from via the CSTAR online

charity and choose to donate a minimum of £1 worth of

fitness equipment, beauty tools, homeware and

was donated in total, with peoplevalue rounding it up to

for the product they would like.
Culture
Champion

Customer
Centric

Results
Focused

Innovator

Self-aware

In May 2021, after the Civica UK team heard about the

When a user receives reward points, they’re

points with their own money if they haven’t got enough
Talent
Multiplier

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

Click the button below to read the Customer Story
about this initiative:

By giving their people the power to choose a reward

that’s truly meaningful to them, Civica simultaneously
demonstrates how much they value their people
as individuals whilst also boosting the long-term
significance of their ‘thank yous’.

“We recognise the value and

importance of our people, so
needed an effective, easy to

use solution that allowed our

employees to recognise and thank
their teammates for really going
the extra mile. peoplevalue’s

solutions did just that and enabled
our colleagues to recognise
each other in a speedy and

effective way, with a simple to

use and modern platform that

we’ve been able to personalise

and adapt over time to suit our
changing needs.”
- Julie Chell, Chief

People Officer, Civica
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THE IMPACT

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Since their launch in April

With the support of peoplevalue’s

improved CSTAR and CPERKS

successfully revamped its employee

2019, Civica’s new and

award-winning technology, Civica has

platforms have been very

engagement offering to incorporate

well received by employees,

reward and recognition, wellbeing tools

with scheme engagement

and money-saving perks. Together,

at a hugely impressive 93%

the CPERKS and CSTAR platforms have

(as of April 2022). Almost

played a crucial role in helping Civica to

3,000 Civica employees

foster a culture of recognition, inclusivity

have been logging in and

and collaboration, and an environment

making huge savings on

where employee engagement thrives.

their everyday spending with
CPERKS and over £37,000

has been saved collectively.

“Our employees value the ability

particularly enjoying making

this is very much in line with our

their grocery shopping and

and a variety of additional

include ASDA, Currys, John

CPERKS has allowed our people

Partners and Sainsbury’s.

suits their individual needs

Over on CSTAR, over £1 million

- Helen Green, Operations and

Civica employees have been

to share recognition easily, and

their money go further on

culture. Having access to relevant

tech as their top retailers

benefits through CSTAR and

Lewis and Waitrose and

to further tailor a package that
and circumstances.”

worth of points have been

Benefits Specialist, Civica

uploaded since the scheme’s
launch in 2019 and over

£790,000 worth of points have
been spent on the reward

catalogue which continues to
rise. Most recently, users have

particularly enjoyed spending
their points on Apple Airpods

£25,730+ OF

Pro, Sonos One speakers, and
retailer gift cards for John

Lewis, Sainsbury’s and Currys.

OVER 93% SCHEME ENGAGEMENT CASHBACK ACCRUED
£1 MILLION+

WORTH OF
POINTS UPLOADED

32,600+
TOTAL
,
£10 000 RAISED CPERKS SCHEME LOGINS

THROUGH CSTAR £37,300+ SAVED BY

ONTO CSTAR FOR INDIA COVID CRISIS CIVICA EMPLOYEES
£790,500+ WORTH OF POINTS SPENT ON THE REWARD CATALOGUE SINCE LAUNCH
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ABOUT PEOPLEVALUE
peoplevalue - ‘The Employee Engagement Company’
- is a leading provider of employee reward and

recognition, benefits delivery and wellbeing solutions.
We serve companies throughout the UK. We deliver

highly flexible programmes and technology to help

businesses enhance their employee value proposition.
We know that what we do helps drive engagement

strategies, motivate employees and improve business
performance. That’s why we do it.

Central to the delivery of our flexible solutions are

robust platforms with ease of use built-in to their DNA.
They are readily adaptable and designed for tailoring
to precisely meet the strategic and operational goals

of our clients and maximise their return on investment.
From a simple thank you to a gift or a comprehensive

points-based rewards solution with over 30,000 reward
choices, our reward and recognition solutions can
be used to motivate and engage your employees,

rewarding them for their performance and living your
company’s values.

For more information please visit: peoplevalue.co.uk
or email: enquiries@peoplevalue.co.uk

peoplevalue limited
Victor House

Wheatley Business Centre
Old London Road
Wheatley
Oxford

OX33 1XW
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